Gus’s Top 5 CDs for March 2020

1. **Pearl Jam - Gigaton**
   Rock icons Pearl Jam are back after seven years with one of 2020's most anticipated albums. Their new release includes the single Dance of the Clairvoyants.

2. **Ella Fitzgerald – The Complete Piano Duets**
   Many of the most beautiful recordings in Ella Fitzgerald’s catalog were her duets with pianists. This collection assembles every recording Ella made in the piano duo format - for the Decca, Verve, and Pablo labels.

3. **Alicia Keys - Alicia**
   Fresh off her second time as the host of the Grammy Awards, Alicia Keys releases her eighth studio album. It includes the new single Underdog.

4. **Moby – All Visible Objects**
   Recorded in the legendary EastWest Studios, Moby created this album in Studio 3, where Pet Sounds was recorded, using the same board that was used in the making of Ziggy Stardust and the same piano that Sinatra used to record some of his most notable hits. Keeping with Moby’s history of donating to charity, he is using this album as a sounding board to bring attention to a long list of charities dedicated to preserving our planet and all its inhabitants.

5. **Mac Miller - Circles**
   Conceived as a sister album to 2018’s full-length Swimming, this was completed with the assistance of Jon Brion, with whom Miller worked on Swimming and had been working on this release at the time of his passing.

That's it for this month. Catch me next month for more!